EUPHONIOUS ISOLATION RACK

The AG Lifter Euphonious Rack provides a detailed and life like sound stage. It will outperform any
standard or custom cabinetry and racking systems. This may be one of your best investments you
make in Audio. The AG Lifter Euphonious Isolation Rack, only surpassed by the AG Lifter Crescendo
and Apollo Isolation Rack is an industry breakthrough offering a truly isolated upgradable audio
racking system as an affordable product in the AG Lifter Range.
AG Lifter have started by constructing an aluminium frame made of our proprietary ISO 9001
extrusion, middle section shelves are adjustable in height to suit most electronic components. This

quality of manufacture has allowed AG Lifter to offer a limited frame warranty. Shelves are
supported on nitrile feet as standard. The complete rack is then sitting upon AG Lifter Dulcet 20
Isolation feet.
Shelving is manufactured from high quality acrylic 15mm and 20mm top. The shelves are CNC cut
providing a highly accurate and seamless edge finish, with captive design (cannot slide out of the
frame).
Three and Four shelf options are available on order from your local dealer. Black and Silver anodized
surface finishes are also provided on order.
An upgrade path is possible for rack users by providing an M6 sliding nut design to support the
shelving as in the premium Crescendo model of AG Lifter product. This allows the removal and
replacement of the Euphonious standard rubber shelf supports and the fitting any of the isolation
feet from the AG Lifter range, all Dulcet 19 model feet fit the M6 nut arrangement. The feet are
moveable from left to right so tuning is possible to suit your electronic equipment.
Euphonious 3 Shelf Rack Dimensions:
600mm (width) x 500mm (depth) x 705mm (total overall height)
At even spacing 220mm in between shelves (note centre shelf is adjustable)
Euphonious 4 Shelf Rack Dimensions:
600mm (width) x 500mm (depth) x 930mm (total overall height)
At Even Spacing 198mm in between shelves (note 2nd and 3rd shelf height is adjustable)

